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New for 2018

Active Sky XP
The first Active Sky weather engine for the X-Plane 
platform is on final approach!
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Features
➔ Active Air Effects

Replaces internal X-Plane turbulence and air effects, providing enhanced 
turbulence, drafts, thermals, terrain-based wind effects, surface friction, gusts, 

variability, wake turbulence, microbursts and more

➔ High-Performance Weather Depiction
Uses internal X-Plane 11.20/11.30 cloud depiction for maximum performance 
and smoothness, with multiple weather depiction modes including theme cell 
“real weather” mode and global static mode

➔ Active Sky Weather Engine
An evolved version of the Active Sky platform brings the core features that 
made Active Sky the leading weather engine for other platforms: Advanced 
weather synthesis and interpolation, high-resolution global winds aloft, 
realistic air and atmosphere effects, a comprehensive weather data network, 
integrated visual mapping and planning, and much, much more TM



Additional Features
➔ Voice Weather Delivery

Active Sky ATIS and Flightwatch are available at any time by listening on 
122.00, 122.02 or 122.03 for closest station, actual/current interpolated 

conditions and destination weather reports, respectively

➔ Surface Crosswind Attenuation
Optional, for better ground handling in crosswind conditions while preserving 
headwind/tailwind component for performance accuracy

➔ Mobile Companion App
Use any device/browser to connect with Active Sky over your network and 
view and control the weather

➔ Active Sky API
Open integration capability for all 3rd party developers with a comprehensive 
API supporting detailed weather access and control
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Cloud Visuals Limitations
➔ Not a Visual Clouds Replacement

◆ We have put our previous X-Plane visual cloud replacement efforts on 

hold (until next year) due to performance considerations and changing 
API environment/tools that are not yet finalized

◆ We expect our visual cloud replacement technology to debut in Q4 

2019, subject to change based on many factors

◆ ASXP features high-performance cloud depiction with a focus on 

conditions accuracy, utilizing the X-Plane internal cloud rendering via a 
hybrid API approach, with two different modes available

◆ ASXP also features an optional high-performance photo-realistic cloud 

texture replacement with a simple texture installation wizard TM



OS / Sim Limitations
➔ Supports 64-bit Windows 7 or Later Only

◆ Mac, Linux and 32-bit X-Plane/Windows versions are not supported

◆ In a networked environment, the ASXP application/client may run on 

Windows 32-bit (7 or later), but X-Plane must be 64-bit on Windows 
64-bit (7 or later)

◆ We hope to bring additional OS/platform support in the future

◆ X-Plane version 11.26 or later (64-bit for Windows) is required
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Pricing
➔ Estimated Launch Price: $39.99 USD

◆ Introductory launch pricing is discounted in appreciation of our existing 

customers, and is expected in increase some time after launch

◆ Pricing and features/specifications are subject to change

◆ Currency rates/reseller pricing may vary.  VAT or other applicable sales 

taxes not included.  Check with your reseller for details.
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Release Schedule
➔ Currently in Release Candidate Testing

➔ Expected to release in December 2018

➔ Stay tuned for announcements and product media 
pages at hifisimtech.com

➔ Special thanks go out to all who made ASXP a reality: 
Our developers, staff, support team, testing team, 
customers, supporters, third party developers and 
everyone else who pushes innovation in flight 
simulation! TM



What’s Next?

Development 
Roadmap
2019-2020

T
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2019-2020
➔ Active Sky XP 2.0

Focusing on the debut of our Visual Weather Depiction Engine to replace all 
cloud and related weather visuals in X-Plane using high-performance custom 
drawing methods

➔ Active Sky for Prepar3Dv4
Evolving the Active Sky for P3D product with new enhancements and features, 
focusing on improved effects and visuals, new large-scale weather objects, new 
cloud dynamics and more

➔ Active Sky OGI
The new Open Graphics Interface for Active Sky aims to provide 3rd-party 
developers the capability of fully integrating all categories of graphics and 3d 
cloud models between Active Sky and their own creations, using an open, free, 
protected and feature-rich API and specifications that works on all simulator 
platforms
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2019-2020
➔ Active Sky Cloud Art Volume 2

Brand new graphics textures, cloud models, Active Sky/OGI integration and 
more

➔ Active Sky for FSX
We will continue maintaining the FSX/FSX:SE platform, providing updates as 
necessary, however new development on FSX has ended, as the legacy FSX 
platform cannot properly support the new feature sets in development

➔ Project Alpha
Our secret skunkworks project, in the works for several years, continues 
development

While we still can’t share any details on Project Alpha, we hope to announce it 
sometime in late 2019 or early 2020
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Beta Testing
➔ Beta Testing for ASXP v1.0 has Concluded

◆ We appreciate the interest of everyone who applied to beta test for 

ASXP

◆ We are keeping all inquiries on file for future expansion of our testing 

team

◆ Thank you for your continued interest in helping us test and tune our 

products!
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HiFi is Always Hiring
➔ We need creative, talented and passionate 

individuals to partner with us and help us all realize 
our development goals, and our pursuit of 
innovation and exceptional realism in all aspects 
desktop flight simulation

➔ Our core values include Integrity, Innovation, 
Realism and Open Collaboration

➔ Interested in learning more?  Please write us at 
info@hifisimtech.com
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